Percy Hurd, of Wilcannia, wins the Hop, Step and Jump, whilst Ted Hayman and Alf Crow look on.

Carona youngsters in their neat grey uniforms wait for the bus to take them to Quirindi High School.

Ron Marr and Bob Clark, of Oberon Parkie Swann, Mary Swann and Eric and Christian Smith, of East Moree.

Jacky and Noelin Clark, of Purfleet.

Another trespass upon man's domain, or are they fitting themselves for eventualities of the future?

Eligible young men should note!

The opening of the Greenhill Homes. The builder, Mr. Ken Brenton, is presented with a gift by Ald. N. C. Long, Chairman of the Kempsey Aborigine Welfare Committee.

Shirley Binge and Zonda Daniel put the gloves on.